CHAPTER FOUR
"THE FRIEND OF AUSTRALIAN PERFORMERS: HARRY CLAY AND HIS
BRIDGE THEATRE COMPANY, 1916 – 1929"
At the funeral, which took place at the South Head Cemetery last Thursday, a large and
representative gathering was present. In fact, it can safely be said that no more fitting
tribute to a deceased manager has ever been noted in this country, for old-timers, and those
of today gathered round the graveside to pay their last respects to one who had done so
much to promote the well-being of the Australian performer.
("Late" 4)
In his career as a manager, Mr Clay was a staunch friend of Australian artists, and won a
high name in the profession for his generosity.
("Death" 17)

As the previous chapter intimated, the three year period of expansion from 1916 to 1918 would effectively
serve as a foundation for the company’s operations during the next decade, as well as firmly entrenching
Harry Clay's reputation as one of Australia's leading theatrical managers and entrepreneurs. The struggle to
return to those halcyon days in later years would occasionally succeed, but ultimately the battle against the
film industry, in tandem with the ever-widening gap in the public's attitude towards the old entertainment
forms and the developing new ones, meant that that goal would never be fully realised. Added to this were
the damages inflicted upon the company in the course (and aftermath) of the 1919 Spanish Flu epidemic; the
stroke and eventual death of Harry Clay; the expanding number of small-time (and often fly-by-night)
film/vaudeville operators who entered the industry more fervently as transportation conditions and logistical
options improved; and of course, the economic and social conditions which occurred in the lead-up to the
Great Depression.
In its examination of Harry Clay's organisation this thesis has been able to correlate and present the
historical, social, economic and industrial factors which aided in bringing about the demise of vaudeville,
and in particular Clay's company. In light of this it has become quite apparent that the tenacity with which he
and his managers fought to overcome these difficulties was inherent in the attitudes, traditions and the tough
origins of Australian minstrelsy. Indeed, for a company like Clay's, which had prided itself on supporting
local artists, the simple fact of the matter is that it had no other course of action left open. The thousands of
performers still attempting to make a living from variety or other areas of the theatre industry found their
options ever-decreasing. While in terms of non-theatrical employments or career avenues, few long-time
professionals had other training or experiences, thus effectively leaving them with little in the way of future
prospects. Admittedly there were other Australian vaudeville companies, such as Bert Howard and Frank
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Reis still operating in the late 1920s and beyond. But by then none could even attempt to emulate the level
of success and the achievements of Harry Clay, and in reality could do little more than be part of the gradual
dismantling of the once invincible practice of vaudeville.
1916 certainly began in an auspicious manner, with reports of audiences continuing to fill the Bridge Theatre
for Stanley McKay's popular Christmas/holiday pantomimes - Bo-Peep being one of the most popular
attractions. During the year, too, it becomes noticeable that many of the artists appearing with Clay's by this
time had, or were rapidly achieving, established reputations with the theatre-going public and the industry at
large. The war was to some extent assisting in this by giving many Australian (or Australian-based)
entertainers more opportunities for creating a name for themselves. For while there is no doubt that a drain
on the numbers of available artists had occurred - with many performers of military age joining the war
effort - the influx of imported stars had slowed to a point where even the Tivoli circuit was being forced to
employ greater numbers of local acts than at any stage in its past. In terms of expansion, however, Harry
Clay's organisation began to follow a number of paths - the opening up of new venues and circuits; and not
surprisingly, a move into the area of theatrical booking agencies.
With the company continuing to do very good business throughout the first half of the year, both with the
Sydney circuit and the Queensland tour, Harry Clay made two announcements in August through the trade
magazines concerning his future plans. The first would be the opening up of a new circuit which would
include several suburban and NSW country theatres. In addition, it was his firm intention to expand his
interest in vaudeville acts by taking on the role of booking agent for both his and other organisations. To this
end he engaged the services of James H. White, who had been managing the International Vaudeville
Agency out of the offices of the Australian Variety magazine. White was also acting as a journalist for the
magazine, under the bi-line of "Whitie," having previously worked in the same capacity for the Hawklet, a
periodical published out of Melbourne. "Whitie's" role was to be the manager in charge of booking artists, in
addition to fulfilling several other roles within Clay's company. Before the month was through, "Harry
Clay's Theatrical Enterprises and Theatrical Booking Office" had begun a concerted advertising campaign to
attract both performers and those in need of variety entertainers "practically [guaranteeing] Permanent
Engagements to those worth their salt" ("Mr Vaudeville Man" n. pag.).
Located on the second floor of 4 Young's Chambers at the corner of Pitt and Park Streets (by then the new
Poverty Point), Clay's Agency, as it was more commonly referred to, began supplying single acts or even
entire companies to other organisations. These included Tup Smith's weekly Newcastle circuit, the
Rushcutters Bay Stadium, Jacki Landow's Sydney circuit, and even the Tivoli Theatre ("Clay's Budget"
Australian Variety 6 Sept. and 20 Sept. 1916).1 In September, just over a month after it started operating,
the agency began to advertise its ability to supply entertainments for "Homes, Garden Fetes, and Smoke1

See Appendix B for further information concerning Clay's Agency and affiliated organisations.
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nights," as well as professional organisations. No commission charges were made, except for those
engagements procured outside Clay’s own vaudeville circuit. [see plate 27 for sample advertisements]2 By
1917 White and Clay were also looking to fill positions for long engagements in the East with Harmston's
Circus.
In September 1916 Clay's is believed to have begun its long association with the Coliseum Theatre at North
Sydney. Located at 269 Miller Street (corner of Ridge Street), the theatre would for many years be referred
to as either Clay's Theatre or Clay's Coliseum.3 The precise date in which the company began operating from
the theatre is unknown, and indeed several secondary sources indicate conflicting information regarding this.
Ailsa McPherson (18) and Margaret Park (20) mention the years 1918 and 1920 respectively, while Clive
Lucas and Partners in their conservation report for the Independent Theatre claim that in 1913 "Harry Clay's
Vaudeville Enterprises, a low comedy vaudeville based at Bridge Theatre, Newtown, advertised their
suburban circuit to include the North Sydney Coliseum Theatre" (Conservation Plan 35). Although it is
possible that Clay may have taken up the lease as early as 1913, research for this thesis has so far failed to
find any primary source material which supports any such association with the Coliseum prior to 1916.
Indeed, the first mention of the Coliseum being amongst the Clay stable of theatres is to be found in
Australian Variety (23 August 1916), which states that:
Harry Clay's New Musical Comedy Company will begin a three nights season at the
Coliseum, North Sydney, on Saturday, September 2nd. It is Mr Clay's intention to play at
this house on the Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday in each week.... Under the new
arrangements, from four to five different companies will be kept going, each beginning at
North Sydney and finishing at Clay's Bridge Theatre, Newtown, five or six weeks later
("Clay's Budget" n. pag.).
Further to this is a report in the following issue which notes that the No 1 Company would open that week
"at the Coliseum, North Sydney, for a three nights season" (n. pag.). While the wording of these
announcements certainly doesn't validate the September 1916 date as being the first time the company
played there, the lack of evidence indicating that it was part of the company's circuit between 1913 and 1916
suggests otherwise. In support of this is Clay's own statement in April 1916 that "the only theatre [I am]
connected with at present is the Bridge Theatre, Newtown" (Australian Variety 26 Apr. 1916, 1). This is
considered to have been the situation from around December 1913, that being the month in which he
announced the closure of his entire suburban circuit, except for Newtown and Saturday nights at the

2

Interestingly, the Theatre records in 1909 that Sydney had three theatrical agencies in 1904. In 1909, however, it had none (Aug.
1909, 20).
3
The Coliseum Theatre - now the Independent Theatre, was originally built as two separate theatre buildings. One seated over
2,200 people and operated as the Coliseum Picture Theatre. The smaller theatre, designed for more intimate "live" entertainment,
and particularly vaudeville, seated some 778 people. The site was initially a tram depot (opened 1886), and turned into a place of
entertainment by North Sydney Coliseum Ltd who purchased the property in 1911. J.C. Bain ran his vaudeville shows from the
theatre for about two years, starting in 1911. Two of the best known artists engaged by Bain during this period were Gladys
Moncrieff and Clyde Cook.
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Coronation Theatre in Leichhardt (Australian Variety 3 Dec. 1913, n. pag.).4 Furthermore, at no point during
the period December 1913 and April 1916 is there known to have been any mention of the suburban circuit
operating (including North Sydney) within any of the trade magazines during that period.5

Plate 26
James H. White
(Australian Variety 9 Feb. 1916, n. pag)

Plate 25
Arthur Morley
(Australian Variety 26 July 1916, n. pag)

The move to the Coliseum, with its greater seating capacity and more prestigious environs, saw the company
continue to enjoy its popularity in the area, despite some local North Shore snobbery that Clay's was "third
rate" (McPherson 5). Indeed, during the following year Clay added the neighbouring suburb of Mosman to
the circuit, with Manly in 1918 and Chatswood in 1920 further strengthening his association with the
northern suburbs. Amusing insights into the social aspects of Harry Clay's vaudeville operations, particularly
at Newtown and North Sydney, are presented within the two "Byways of History" articles, and Roy Rene's
autobiography:
4

See a par identified as "Harry Clay's Touring Bunch."
It is possible that if Lucas and Partners were unaware of the company’s long association with the St. Leonard’s Masonic Hall
they may well have associated Clay's pre-December 1913 advertising of North Sydney - which makes no mention of the venue with the Coliseum.
5
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Should the audience react unfavourably - usually by roaring their disgust until the whole
building shook - the [artist] was given his pay and sent on his way. The cast was always
prepared for practically anything when the Coliseum showed on Saturday nights. Brickcarters from Gore Hill turned up in their hundreds in button-up boots, pearl buttons on their
coats, slouch hats with the sides turned up and violently colourful scarves round their necks.
From the first act it was on, with the brickies bellowing and shouting their disapproval or
delight. Harry Clay's chief "chucka-out," Snowy Sturgeon, an ex-boxer would go into action.
One loquacious brickie would follow another out the side exit until the more noisy element
had been removed and the voices from the stage could be heard ("Audiences" n. pag.).
In Rene's autobiography Mo's Memoir's, Max Harris (who collaborated with Rene on the book) interviews
Bill Sadler (Clay's former manager) about the function of the theatre doorman. Sadler's insight provides a
glimpse of what it was like to attend Clay's early shows:
"I suppose... [its] fairly restful..." Sadler smiles at the ignorance of the younger generation,
as if to say "You just don’t know nothing." "In the old days," he says, "say we had a show at
New Town [sic]. The mob would roar its head off. Bottles would be rolling down the steps.
And enthusiastic games of dice and cards would be in progress at the back of the theatre, and
there would be scarcely a night when our strong-arm squad would not have to quell a fracas.
Many are the teeth I have seen spattered round the floor in the old days" (162-63).
Perhaps the most important aspect of Harry Clay's expansion during 1916, however, was his decision to
extend the Sydney circuit into several NSW regions, whereby he would run four distinct companies along
what was to be one complete circuit (but broken down into three distinct legs, these being the suburban
circuit and Southern and Western lines). A company would be supervised on each leg by a different
manager, with the Southern line being initially managed by Len Buderick,6 while the Western line was
controlled by Wally Edwards. The companies were known as No 1 Musical Comedy Co., No. 2 Vaudeville
Co., No. 3 Revue Co., and No. 4 Vaudeville Co. As the Theatre of December 1917 indicates:
Some of these places - country and suburbs - receive only one visit per week [while others
get two or three nights]... The idea is to keep the four companies [later five and six] always
on the move. In this way the country towns that are played only one night in the week
receive in the course of the month a visit by the whole four companies. It's the same with the
suburbs (47).
The towns initially opened up for Harry Clay's circuit in 1916 were:
Goulburn7 (MajesticTheatre)
Wagga Wagga8 (Strand Theatre)
Cowra
Bathurst
Portland
Katoomba
Cootamundra

Murrumburrah
Young
Grenfell
Albury
Lithgow (Oddfellows Hall)
Yass

(Australian Variety 27 Sept. 1916, n. pag. and Theatre Nov. 1916, 49)
6

Len Buderick - actor/conversationalist who toured Queensland with Walter Bentley for Clay's in 1909. He managed the
Southern line until sometime in 1917, leaving to take on an engagement with Kate Howard’s Dramatic Co.
7
Goulburn - initially playing 3 night seasons. The venue was also known as Clay's Majestic Theatre ca. 1918.
8
Wagga Wagga - opened on the 26th September 1916, at the Strand Theatre, playing Tuesday nights.
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(Australian Variety 16 Aug. 1916, n. pag.)

(Australian Variety 7 Feb. 1917, n. pag.)

(Australian Variety 16 May 1917, n. pag.)

Plate 27
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A result of this expansion, too, was the obvious increase in employment prospects for local artists. It has
been recorded in the November 1916 issue of the Theatre, for example, that Clay's employed over 100 artists
a week (49), in addition to managers, office staff and theatre workers, including costume makers,9 scenic
artists, stage hands, musicians, electricians, operators etc.
The move into the south-western areas of NSW also caused some considerable concern to smaller regional
managers, who saw him as a large Sydney entrepreneur cutting in on their territory. In a letter to the Theatre,
for instance, Mary MacFarlane notes:
In nearly every instance a travelling showman named Harry Clay is now playing in
opposition [to Mr Tinker’s circuit],10 and with newer methods of advertising. Mr Tinker is
feeling the difference keenly (Dec. 1916, 24-25).
As with his Queensland tours the promotion for these touring shows consisted of newspaper advertising and
day bills. Whether or not Clay continued to use children for dodger drops in mailboxes is unknown, although
with regular weekly visits to each centre this may not have been considered necessary. Charles Norman, in
an interview for this thesis, remembers that the promotional aspects of touring shows were a complex
logistical exercise, requiring individual programmes for each town and drop cloth advertising by local
businesses as a means of acquiring additional income. In this regard it seems likely that the organisation of
touring shows would have been a considerable operation.
With vaudeville companies consisting of around eight to twelve acts, programmes and advertising material
needed to be arranged well in advance - requiring each artist to notify management of what songs, skits etc
they intended performing. In addition, it was imperative that all material was either new or at least had not
been performed in recent weeks, so that audiences were never presented with repetition. As Clay's had
between five to six companies touring simultaneously around this period it would have been no easy
operation to maintain, and required the management to keep well informed of their artists' performances.
Another aspect not unrelated to this logistical organisation is the matter of contracts. Apparently, prior to
around October of 1916, Clay had not found it necessary to sign artists to his company for engagement
periods. According to Australian Variety, however, Clay had begun "binding artists under contract, a move
that [had] become necessary owing to the great demands on some artists’ services" (1 Nov. 1916, n. pag.).
This new requirement, whereby performers were to be contracted, rather employed via the previous
handshake deal, indicates the change in social and institutional practice brought about by both the war and
the expansion of Clay's operations. As less overseas artists became available the competition for engaging
class Australian-based acts increased between the various organisations, creating somewhat of a hitherto
9

It should be pointed out that artists were responsible for the costumes used in their own acts. The company would generally
supply garments for revues, farces and special events, however.
10
Tinker, of Junee, had a circuit comprising Murrumburrah, Leeton, Ganmain, Coolamon, Narrandera, Yanco, Junee and
Cootamundra ca. 1915-17 (Theatre Dec. 1916, 24-25).
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unknown local market whereby popular artists could play off managers against each other to increase their
salaries. With the rapid expansion of both Clay's and the Fullers, the drain on small time companies also
increased. The competition for Clay's, then, was not so much from the Fuller brothers, but from the smaller
organisations and "would-be" entrepreneurs (often performers themselves) who would attempt to snare at
least one recognised act away from companies like Clay's to headline their lesser quality programmes.
Two other matters relating to the expansion of Clay's during this period and which have been unearthed
during the course of the research for this thesis (but for which there is little in the way of additional
background material) concern Harry Clay's intention to move into Victoria, and the building of a theatre in
the Sydney suburb of Rozelle. The Victorian proposal, first announced in the November 8, 1916 issue of
Australian Variety (n. pag.) as being on the cards sometime during the next year, seemingly never came to
fruition, as no mention of a Victorian circuit has yet been found. The reasons for the failure by Clay's to
expand into the southern state are also unknown, however it does seem that a number of regional-based
managers within Victoria expressed their concern at this apparent invasion by a NSW based entrepreneur. It
is likely then, that Clay was not prepared to risk his company's capital on a venture that was not likely to
receive support from within the Victorian vaudeville infrastructure, an argument that seems likely in view of
the tight control he held over virtually all aspects of his fiscal business.
The other perplexing aspect of Clay's expansion plans concerns his apparent purchase of land in Rozelle (in
close proximity to the Post Office) on which he reportedly planned to build another theatre without delay
(Australian Variety 4 Oct. 1916, n. pag.). In the same magazine the following month it was announced that
"Harry Clay's new theatre, which is being built at Balmain [Rozelle?], will be a most up-to-date house,
furnished with all the latest appointments" (8 Nov. 1916, n. pag.). Again, no further information has been
found with regard to this theatre ever actually being part of Clay's enterprises, and hence there is some
reason to suspect that this too was deemed an unwise venture by the entrepreneur.
Following on from a particularly successful holiday period, which included the pantomime attraction The
Court of Father Christmas, Clay's operations in NSW during 1917 saw him maintain the same momentum as
in the previous year. To a great extent this would be the result of both the quality and popularity of the
revues, and Clay’s increasing ability to attract top quality local acts, in addition to a number of overseas
artists. As both Charles Norman [see Appendix H] and Australian Variety (23 May 1917, n. pag.) note, it
was commonly accepted that any international artists who finished their contracts with the Tivoli or Fuller
organisations and wished to extend their stay in the country were "assured of from eight weeks to six months
work [at Clay's], six shows a week, and at a good salary." [See also plate 28] This was a highly popular
arrangement, allowing these artists the benefit of complementing their stay - and delaying the long trip home
- with additional income. But while Clay's were naturally unable to compete with the remuneration accorded
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these artists by the A circuit organisations, their financial deals were sufficiently competitive to attract a
great deal of interest.

Plate 28
(Australian Variety and Show World 23 May 1917, 1)
(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, NSW)
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During 1917, too, Harry Clay re-established a professional connection with George Sorlie, later to become
perhaps one of the most widely travelled and popular showmen in the country, and who is known to have
worked for the company around the time Harry Clay began laying the foundations of his Sydney circuit.
Sorlie's engagement with Clay's, with intermittent appearances for other managements (including Harry
Sadler and the Fullers), was to last until sometime in 1919. He was an enormously popular attraction for
Clay’s as the following anecdote from a Princess Theatre performance demonstrates:
"If you can stand it I'll sing it!" It was the retort of George Sorlie to a crowded house that
clamoured for 'Four and Nine' after he had already responded to no less than three recalls.
"We’re used to it," interposed someone in the audience. Said Mr Sorlie, "You ought to be."
After a pause he added, "If there's anybody here who hasn’t heard me sing it will he please
stand up?" For a joke someone did, because so long has Mr Sorlie been giving 'Four and
Nine' that it’s inconceivable there is among Harry Clay's thousands of Sydney patrons one
who hasn't heard George’s rendering of it - again and again. To the person standing up Mr
Sorlie remarked amidst laughter, "There's a medal for you in the office." The song has
assuredly never had in Australia the equal of Mr S. as a singer of it. Hence his sensational
success in the clever tuneful humorous lines (Theatre Feb. 1919, 27).
Sorlie's experience was also noted by reviewers as being of critical importance towards the success of Clay's
shows, not only in the general nature of his professionalism and his role as a main attraction, but also in his
ability to help Clay direct and assist the less experienced performers (Theatre June 1919, 25).

Plate 29
Advertisement for Clay’s at Oddfellows' Hall, Lithgow, 1917
(Lithgow Mercury 28 Dec. 1917, 5)
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In terms of competition, however, 1917 also saw the Fuller Brothers head into Clay's territory, when on the
2nd of May they opened their own theatre, the Majestic, virtually across the other side of the street from the
Harry Clay's Newtown headquarters. In preparation for this battle for audiences Clay carried out some
£5,000 worth of renovations to the Bridge Theatre over a two month period. The major changes entailed
lowering and extending the dress circle around the sides of the auditorium, the addition of three boxes
overlooking the stage, enlarging the dressing rooms, and providing running water to each (Australian
Variety 16 May 1917 n. pag.). The "Byways of History" article "Audiences Were Tough When Harry Clay
Ran Vaudeville" recounts the Fullers' invasion of Newtown:
With Clay's ruling the roost at Newtown, the Fuller circuit decided to enter into competition.
Fullers took over the Majestic [later to become the Elizabethan] and the battle for audiences
began. The night the Fullers opened found Clay's almost empty. Harry Clay told [Maurice]
Chenoweth to do something about it. On the Monday a full-page ad appeared in the
Newtown Daily. All it said was "From Clay you came, to Clay you will return." The next
day, Fullers took over the Newtown Daily. Its ad read: "No matter how full you are, we're
always Fuller"11 (n. pag.).

Plate 30
(Australian Variety 23 May 1917, n. pag)

11

Interestingly, a brief par in the May 30th edition of Australian Variety presents an almost exact replication of this anecdote.
"Harry Clay comedian to Fuller ditto: 'I see you’re coming out to show at Newtown.' Fullers' comedian: 'Yes, and no matter how
full Clay is, we’ll always be Fuller.' Clay's comedian: 'That may be so, but we all come from Clay and to Clay we must return' (5).
Whether or not the anecdote published in 1951 (regarding the Newtown Daily advertisements) actually occurred is unknown, as
no copy of the paper is currently known to exist. On the other hand, the Australian Variety piece may well have been a version
which was constructed from the Newtown newspaper.
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By October of 1917 Harry Clay's Sydney circuit had opened up a number of new suburban venues, while the
South-Western circuit had also by now added Holbrook and Harden's show dates, along with Wyalong. Of
the new openings it would be Eden Gardens at Manly which would attract quite a deal of attention. Opened
on the 29th of September (Australian Variety 19 Sept. 1917, 3) after extensive work was carried out on the
venue - including the installation of Clay's own electric light plant, along with a new roof and floor - the
company began playing there two nights per week, and later taking on six nights per week over the summer
period. The location proved to be a highly successful one for Clay's and continued to be so for several years
to come. In the same way both the newly requisitioned Bondi Junction and Surry Hills ventures were able to
capture sizable inner city and eastern suburbs markets. With regard to the Crown Theatre (Surry Hills),
however, this venture was considered somewhat risky, as Australian Variety indicated when it recorded that
"vaudeville [had] been tried there before. But by putting on strong bills, Clay anticipate[s] a big house every
Wednesday night" (Australian Variety 13 June 1917, n. pag.).
In early 1918 the company's expansion continued even further, following on from reportedly excellent
business during the holiday period (Australian Variety 25 Jan. 1918 n. pag.), opening at Andy Kerr's
Boomerang Theatre, Coogee (sometime in January) along with another venue at Burwood. At North Sydney
the Coliseum was continuing to operate three nights a week, these being Monday, Tuesday and Saturday,
while on the country circuit the South-Western Line had added Daceyville and Junee to its itinerary. Clay's
Agency, arguably the premier vaudeville booking agency in Australia, was handling acts for Les James'
South Coast circuit, Jacki Landow's Sydney circuit (providing entire companies) and Ike Beck in the Hunter
regions, amongst other organisations. And in March, around the same time that the company began playing
Saturday matinees at the Bridge Theatre for the first time, Clay took on a six month lease of the Princess
Theatre, opening there immediately after the closure of Harry Sadler's season on the 23rd.
The Princess Theatre would be one of the most significant venues operated by Clay's, and apart from the
Bridge Theatre, the one with which he is perhaps most widely associated. The decision to open at this prime
city location - being situated at Railway Square - also brought about the temporary closure of his SouthWestern line. With right-hand man Wally Edwards away on Queensland managerial duties until September,
Clay perhaps recognised the difficulties in spreading his organisation too sparsely, particularly in light of the
importance of concentrating his efforts in the new venture. With the minstrel first-part back on the
programme and a second part revue, the Princess trial was ultimately an enormous success. So much so that
in August he took on a further twelve month lease. As Australian Variety notes: "the genial Harry has
established himself well in this popular house, and will firmly entrench himself behind programmes of
wonderful versatility and ability" (2 Aug. 1918, 3).
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Plate 31
Clay's Princess Theatre, ca. early 1920s
(Courtesy of Jon Fabian)

During the same month Clay began sending companies north to Newcastle where they played King's Hall
for week long engagements (Australian Variety 16 Aug. 1918, 11). With shows also being run in Katoomba
and Lithgow at this stage the success of these country ventures led him to reopen in October the SouthWestern line. These additions to his suburban and country operations, along with the interim departure from
the company in August the previous year by Arthur Morley, forced Clay's revue writer/producers to take on
increasingly more demanding workloads in this area. To a large degree the efforts of George Edwards,
George Pagden, Art Slavin, and even Maurice Chenoweth were to become a huge factor in the success of
Clay’s during this period. Indeed the year culminated in the highly successful attraction Toyland, written
and produced by Edwards, which opened at the Bridge Theatre in December to high praise from the critics.
In 1919 Clay's Sydney suburban circuit was to include Bankstown and Leichhardt, along with Ashfield,
Surry Hills, Manly, Bondi Junction, Parramatta, North Sydney, and of course the Bridge and Princess
theatres. In January, Dick Montague's Pierrots appeared for a season at the Britannia Theatre, Leichhardt,
under Clay's direction, while Toyland continued to do good business around the circuit until the end of the
summer period. Of course the worldwide 1919 Spanish Flu epidemic also created considerable hardship for
the many theatrical industries. In Australia, for example, most theatres and places of public amusement were
forced to close for a considerable period of time in an effort to try and stop the spread of the virus. As a
consequence of this Clay cancelled that year's Queensland tour, a decision to a large degree supplemented by
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the increasing difficulty he had had in maintaining the circuit’s viability over the past few years. It was a
decision which also meant that the company would not return there for another nine years, when English
male impersonator Nellie Kolle toured as the headline act in a troupe again managed by Wally Edwards. In
addition, Clay was also forced to close down the South-western circuit, which it is also believed saw the end
of his involvement in those regional areas. Upon the reopening of the theatres in May, he and his managers
concentrated on re-establishing the city and suburban circuit, which found itself becoming increasingly
involved with the Harry Sadler and Andy Kerr operations at the Gaiety Theatre in Oxford Street across from
the city's Hyde Park.

Plate 33
Harold T. Morgan
From the Newtown Diamond Jubilee Souvenir

Plate 32
Maurice Chenoweth
(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, NSW)

(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, NSW)

This house, not to be confused with the old Gaiety Theatre in Castlereagh Street, was being run jointly by
Sadler and Kerr ("the Coogee Bunyip"), who took on the lease in late 1918. While Harry Clay's association
with the Gaiety did not become official until October 1919 (Australian Variety 30 Oct. 1919, "Gaiety
Theatre" column), it seems, according to the research undertaken for this thesis that his involvement had
been in an unofficial capacity since the early part of the year. In this sense it can be shown that he was acting
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very much in the role of booking agent, supplying most of the acts from his own circuit. 12 While the reasons
for this are not actually known, it seems likely that Harry Sadler's ability to run his theatre had been greatly
impeded by a court case, and the resulting controversy and scandal, won against him by Phyllis Faye. This
widely reported libel suit would have undoubtedly made his position in the industry quite untenable, and is
likely to have been a contributing factor (along with reported financial difficulties) in Sadler's suicide in July
1919. His partner Kerr - the erstwhile bookie renowned for giving the longest odds on record, owner of the
Boomerang Theatre Coogee, and editor of Australian Variety - was relatively inexperienced in the hands-on
management of vaudeville, and hence the reason for Harry Clay's involvement one would assume. [For
details regarding Sadler and Kerr see Appendix E]
The Gaiety was to become another of Sydney's theatres closely identified with Harry Clay, it being known to
have remained under the company's management until around 1929 (although the exact termination date is
unknown). The two city venues and the Bridge Theatre continued to maintain their popularity, as did the
suburban circuit, drawing considerable audiences each week.13 To a large extent this was due both to their
established locations - such as with North Sydney, Ashfield and Parramatta (which had been Clay
strongholds from the start) - as well as through Clay's ability to relocate parts of the circuit to new areas,
thereby capturing fresh markets. As one means of sustaining the company's popularity Clay engaged the
highly popular Taylor-Coleman Pantomime Company for the Christmas/summer holiday period, easily the
most successful of their productions being The Golden Butterfly.
With the South-Western line closed and business in the Sydney metropolitan area doing well, 1920 saw Clay
once again looking around for other areas to open. Indeed, by July Australian Variety noted:
In these times of H.C.L. [Harry Clay Ltd] it is wonderful the capacity business that is done
by the majority of the theatres. Clay's patrons are increasing weekly; that can be accounted
by the fact that his prices are exactly the same as those charged in pre-war days (1 July
1920, 21).

12

The Gaiety Theatre, situated at the Hyde Park corner of Oxford Street had been known originally as the Emu Theatre, and is
believed to have been one of Sydney's oldest picture houses. Prior to this it had been Mark Foy's old drapery premises and after
having been remodelled at an unknown date it became the Empire Picture Theatre under the management by William Bevan. The
theatre changed hands a number of times before it eventually came under the direction of William Howe, at which time its name
was changed to the Emu. By January 1917, under the proprietorship of A. Gough, it had become a vaudeville house - with
booking arrangements in the hands of Will Robey (Will E. Grow). By March 1918, however, the theatre's name was again
changed, this time to the Trudamite, and had reverted to a picture house. In December 1918, it was once again converted into a
vaudeville and revue house under Sadler's management (Theatre Dec. 1918, 32; and Australian Variety 3 Jan. 1917, n. pag; and 15
Mar. 1918, n. pag.).
13
One of the Gaiety's most popular attractions was the amateur trial night, generally held on Fridays. These had previously been a
Bridge Theatre event (from 1917), but were transferred to the Gaiety sometime around 1920. They returned to the Newtown house
in 1923. To a large degree these events held the same appeal as the "Red Faces" segment does in the popular Hey Hey! It's
Saturday program run on the Nine Network in Australia. The "Byways of History" article "Sometimes His Shows Were a Riot"
recalls that "some of the best attended shows at the Gaiety and Bridge were the amateur nights on Fridays. Some of the talent was
horrible. The audiences had full rein to voice their displeasure. It was bedlam at times. Any performer who passed the ordeal was
ready for a run on Clay's circuit" (n. pag).
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Reviews of Clay's theatres during the course of the year continually make reference to the large attendances
at his programmes, the following being but just example of this:
As we predicted last week, Maurice Chenoweth's Company knocked all previous box office
receipts bandy at the popular little Oxford Street house this week. Manager Taylor says the
place was only half big enough to accommodate the patrons who wanted to witness the show
on Saturday night. He says that he didn't turn away dozens but hundreds, and it nearly made
him weep to turn away the good cash (Australian Variety 12 Nov. 1920, 18).
It seems, too, that there was considerable competition between each of Clay's company managers and their
respective performers, with this manifesting itself through contests to see who could outdo the others in
regard to audience popularity and moreover, box office takings. [See Appendix I for further quotes regarding
the popularity of Clay’s shows during this and other periods of his career]

Plate 35
Harry Sadler
(Australian Variety, 3 Jan. 1919, 1)

Plate 34
Andy Kerr
(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, NSW)

To a very large extent, however, Clay's pricing policy can be seen as one of the most important factors in his
ability to attract these audiences. It is also quite likely that he was hesitant to charge more in case of a
backlash by his public. In particular it was the film showmen - men like William Szarka of the Enmore
Theatre, just down the road from the Bridge Theatre, and Frank Reis, who had both been successfully
running vaudeville and pictures for the same or lower admission prices who created the greatest threat to
draw away Clay's audiences. Szarka and Reis represented somewhat of a new breed of entrepreneurial
management as opposed to Clay's style, which in many ways could now be considered the "old school" of
management.
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Plate 36
(Australian Variety 4 Dec. 1919, 1)

In November Clay began operating a No 2 suburban circuit,14 as well as returning to Wollongong after quite
a few months absence. It has not yet been determined exactly when Clay's first began to run shows in
Wollongong, however, it is known that he secured a good association with Boland's Theatre in that town.
The company managers working for Clay during this year included James Caldwell, Ted Stanley, Billy
Driscoll, and Reg. Greenwood; with the theatre managers including Maurice Chenoweth (Princess Theatre),
and Percy Taylor, Jack Nicolson (picture manager) and Lou Courtney (spruiker) all at the Gaiety Theatre.
Bill Sadler (brother of Harry Sadler) and Jimmy Boyle were looking after the North Sydney and Manly
operations respectively, while Harry Clay (with help from Dick Heaney) continued to oversee the Bridge

14

Interestingly, Australian Variety indicates that Clay had secured the Alhambra Theatre as part of his expansion plans. The
reference further notes that "it is anticipated that all the preliminaries will have been concluded in a few days" (8 July 1920, n.
pag.). However, this is the only mention of any association with the theatre found during the research undertaken for this
dissertation.
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Theatre’s operations. In collaboration with these managers, Jimmy White continued to run the booking
agency for Harry Clay.
1920 was also an especially important year for Clay's in terms of discovering new talent. George Wallace destined to be known as one of the country's great comics, revue producers and an early film star - formed a
partnership with Jack Patterson, which Katherine Brisbane notes had no equal in being "so well remembered
purely from appearances there" (178). The team of "Dinks" (Patterson) and "Oncus" (Wallace), both of
whom had been with Clay's since the previous year, would become the hugely popular acrobatic knockabout
comedy act widely known as "The Two Drunks." Engaged for several years on Clay time they became easily
its biggest ever drawcard until an unfortunate incident led to the bitter breakup of the partnership. Wallace
continued on with the company as a revue company leader in his own right, a position for which he had
trained under the Clay management, later moving onto the Fuller circuit, and eventually appearing in at least
seven films in addition to his long and successful career in radio and on the stage. Patterson, too, would
remain with Clay’s for some time afterwards, teaming up with his wife (and longtime Clay's regular) Trixie
Ireland, before touring overseas for a considerable period of time. On his return to Australia, he continued
presenting his own revues, and occasionally teamed up with other comics.
During his early days with Harry Clay, Wallace often worked with his wife, Margarita, the April 1919 issue
of the Theatre recording, for instance, that:
George Wallace is a comedian with a delightfully quiet style. He gets his laughs without any
forcing. His wife helps him in the patter. They wind up by introducing their son [George
Wallace Jnr] a tiny mite, in some clever acrobatic poses (28).
By early 1920, however, he was creating a considerable reputation as a solo performer, being seen by one
Australian Variety reviewer as "the finest comedian on the Clay circuit," and one who gets his encores freely
(29 Apr. 1920, 3). In mid-May he and Patterson teamed up, and by the end of the month were already
receiving impressive notices:
[Wallace] has doubled up with Dinks Patterson, and went a riot. As they have only been
together a couple of weeks, we hate to think what they will give patrons in, say, a couple of
months. No bigger laugh has ever appeared on the Clay time (27 May 1920, 8).
Some two months later the same magazine wrote of their Gaiety performance:
Dinks and Oncus was the great hit of the show. If you have had a bad day at the races, or you
have the blinded pip, take my advice, go and see them, and a written guarantee goes that so
soon as you pipe the "Models" you will forget all about your troubles. They are a scream
from beginning to end, and stopped the show (22 July 1920, 21).
The partnership lasted a few years before the final acrimonious split, seemingly over an unfortunate practical
joke while still on the Clay circuit. More than likely, however, and as Stuart Sayers' inclusion in the
Australian Dictionary of Biography suggests, it was the final straw for Patterson, whose steadily diminishing
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role in the partnership would have became untenable, particularly in light of Clay's advertising which had
been promoting "Oncus and his Merry Company" (365). Charles Norman recounts the "scrimmage" which
led to the split in his book When Vaudeville Was King. Apparently some unnamed joker behind the set
pinched the posterior of Patterson's fiancée (Ireland) while she was in the middle of her performance, and
furthermore just as she was about to reach her top note. It came out, writes Norman, as "a kind of bel-canto
five o'clock knock off whistle," causing a great deal of amusement to the audience and considerable
embarrassment to Miss Ireland. In the ensuing argument, Wallace tried to brush off the incident as a
harmless back-stage joke, but Patterson took the incident and his partner's lack of propriety personally and
as a result "one of the world’s best comedy acts split up" (104).

Plate 37
George Sorlie ca.1915

Plate 38
George Wallace ca.1925

(Australian Variety 10 Feb. 1915, 1)

(Courtesy of the Fryer Library)

With business continuing its momentum in 1921, everything seems to have been running without any
noticeable problems for Harry Clay. This is borne out by reports in the trade journals which record, for
example the business being done leading up to the winter months:
So packed was this popular Oxford Street house last Saturday night that our representative
found it difficult to obtain even a decent standing position. Manager Percy Taylor informed
him that this state of affairs was general every weekend, and almost similar on week-nights
thanks to a very diversified programme (Everyone's 6 July 1921, 15).
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However, it is believed that sometime around the middle of the year Harry Clay fell victim to a stroke,
which left him incapacitated for many months.15 There has been no exact date found for this attack, with the
first mention of anything to do with the state of his health occurring in the August 31 edition of Everyone's
which reported:
We are pleased to announce the gradual recovery of Mr Harry Clay, head of the vaudeville
circuit bearing his name. This gentleman had been in very poor shape up until a week ago,
since then he has been gradually improving. A legion of friends will be pleased to see Mr
Clay around again (18).
Although Clay was able to recover from the attack, its seriousness was such that some considerable time
passed before he was able to return to work. It is said, too, that he never fully regained his vitality, and was
forced to leave a great deal more of the business decisions to others than had ever been the case previously.
Despite the lack of information as to who took over control of the company during Clay's long absence it
would appear almost certain that Maurice Chenoweth (the Princess Theatre manager) would have been the
senior manager, in consultation with Jimmy Boyle, Wally Edwards, Dick Heaney and perhaps Bill Sadler.
It was becoming apparent, however, that new policies and directions were becoming necessary in order for
the company to continue operating under the social and industrial changes of the period. In November James
H. White advised of a change in the affairs of the organisation, with a policy "requiring almost complete
reconstruction of present methods:"
For many years Mr Clay has been looked upon as the real friend of the Australian vaudeville
actor, and in return many of them have remained with him for several years, seldom
changing their material, and in no way attempting to improve their professional standing.
Others of course, ever alive to the necessity of diversity and versatility, have accomplished a
good deal in the interests of their too-considerate chief. To those who, in the past have never
attempted to get out of the rut, there will be a very drastic remedy introduced. At the present
juncture we will say no more (Everyone's 9 Nov. 1921, 19).
The following month Everyone's pointed to the fact that the Clay circuit required more specialty acts noting
that "although there are some very fair entertainers on the various bills, a majority of the acts offer either
singing, dancing or talking turns" (28 Dec. 1921, n. pag.). These problems are noteworthy because they can
be seen as having contributed to a large extent in the slowing down of public patronage for vaudeville
houses in general, and not just Clay's. The fact that the company never entirely get back to the growth period
of the 1916-18 years, however, can also be put down to Clay's stroke. In a sense it was his vast experience
and his innate understanding of the business and audiences which could not be easily or quickly accessed by
others in his organisation, despite the loyalty and effort they are said to have accorded the company in his
absence.

15

While the "Byways of History" article "Audiences Were Tough When Harry Clay Ran Vaudeville" recalls 1920 as being the
year of Clay's stroke this could not have been the case, as there were numerous references to him throughout that year (including a
number of performances), thereby indicating that he was in fine health.
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An indication of the gradual down-turn of Harry Clay's vaudeville company - it could never be described as
a collapse - can be seen in A.R. Abbot’s letter to the Commissioner of Stamps, presented as part of Clay's
Deceased Estate File. Abbot indicated that the company's shares were considered to be (in 1925) only 20/instead of the 28/- indicated on the last Balance Sheet, and cited the company's losses for the past three years
as being the reason for this. Those losses were as follows:
Year ending Nov. 30th 1922
Year ending Nov. 30th 1923
Year ending Nov. 30th 1924

£2360.17. 08
£1834. 4. 01
£2381. 4. 03

Abbott further stated that "when the directors decided to issue another 1,500 fully paid shares at 20/-, six of
the seventeen shareholders did not make an application, although financial members of the community"
(letter dated 9 June 1925). It would seem then, that from 1922 onwards, Clay's organisation began to feel the
brunt of changes that would by the end of the decade see vaudeville in Australia become almost extinct.
Further indication of vaudeville's change in fortune would become noticeable in early 1923, too, when the
Theatre pointed out that in Sydney only Harry G. Musgrave (Tivoli) and Harry Clay were presenting
vaudeville between them - with the Fullers and George Marlow offering other theatrical attractions for the
time being (Jan. 1923, 20).
Another of the changes bought about during 1921 was the renaming of the booking agency from Harry
Clay's Theatrical Agency to the Australasian Theatrical Bureau. James H. White remained the manager, and
began promoting the business as being able to supply all kinds of theatrical gear, including scenery,
travelling trunks, and baskets etc., as well as its being a booking agent. While it is not certain as to whether
Clay remained involved with the agency, there has been no evidence to date which show that he had
divested himself of a financial interest in it.
In January of 1922 Everyone's reported that "now on the semi-sick list for over six months, genial Harry
Clay... is beginning to be something like his old self... and in all probability [will] be back at his post at the
Princess Theatre within the next week or so" (11 Jan. 1922, 19). Some two months later the Theatre
announced that Clay had taken over the Betts-Portus vaudeville contracts, along with the Ike Beck
Newcastle / Hunter circuit. In the same report the magazine noted that Mr Clay has in permanent work not
less than 150 performers, and "to this number may be added a full 100 in the way of staff and house
employees" (Mar. 1922, 24).
Clay opened his account on the Ike Beck circuit in August 1922, with the weekly tour including Cessnock
(opened on the 25th), Wallsend, West Wallsend, Lakemba, and Maitland. 16 Claiming that "competition is
not affecting Harry Clay in the least, [with] good audiences continu[ing] to be the rule at his city houses,"
16

See Charles Norman interview (Appendix H) for some insights into this circuit during the early to mid-1920s.
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the Theatre also records that "Ye Olde Minstrels" have been revived for the first half of the programme at
Newtown (Oct. 1922, 21). The return of the minstrel format, and its apparent success (it ran until the end of
the year), further indicates that there was still a demand for this kind of entertainment with Clay's audiences.
Of significance to the Newtown people in particular at this time was the suburb's Diamond Jubilee
Celebration (held in December of that year), and for which the company is known to have played a major
part, putting on a day of gala entertainment directed by Maurice Chenoweth. The photo of the Bridge
Theatre and its companies (plate 38) was taken as part of the festivities. In chronicling the event for a
souvenir booklet S.D. Smith wrote, "never before in the history of Newtown has such an entertainment in
our streets been witnessed" (68).
Perhaps the most significant matter to have surfaced with regard to Harry Clay the following year (1923),
was the action taken against him in court by one Frances Rose Phillips, professionally known as Fanny
Levarto, who alleged that Clay owed her £106.4. in the way of short-wages paid her as a conductor-leader.
This is the only known time that Clay had appeared in court, and in addition the only allegation of
impropriety ever levelled against him. The Theatre reported the matter as follows:
After hearing evidence Judge Curlewis said the award did not give any definition of a
conductor-leader or a conductor. But it did define a leader. "It is quite clear," he proceeded,
"that the duties of a conductor-leader are not those of a conductor or a leader according to
the award. What a conductor-leader is I have not the faintest notion.... I am not satisfied that
the evidence given as to the trade meaning of the word is satisfactory. Therefore I will enter
a verdict for the defendant."
The Theatre magazine has no thought of casting any reflection on Miss Phillips. But –
This is the first instance that it has ever known Mr Clay to be sued for wages or on any
other score. Nor in the hundreds of complaints that have been made to it by performers
respecting managers has there ever been a word said to it even remotely reflecting on the
honesty of Mr Clay's dealings with artists. Indeed, this is a wonderful tribute - a unique
tribute - when it is reflected that Mr Clay has been in the business a lifetime, and that in the
course of his career he must have employed performers by the thousand. And –
Appropriately may it here be added that it was through Mr Clay that many performers,
today starring in Australia and elsewhere, got the start and encouragement that largely
helped to make them what they subsequently became (Mar. 1923, 27).
Despite the verdict in his favour the court case may well have added to Clay's health problems. Seen
sometime during May by a Theatre scribe, he was reportedly "still far from being his old accustomed self"
(June 1923, 27), and in the July edition it was noted that he "looked a very ill man... on his way to the
Princess Theatre" (July 1923, 17). There is no record of Clay's address in Sand's for 1923, suggesting that
he was recuperating with either family or friends.17 The "Byways of History" article "Audiences Were
Tough When Harry Clay Ran Vaudeville" records an anecdote from around this time:

17

Sand's does, however, show that a Catherine Clay was residing at 6 Soudan Street, Paddington during 1923. It is yet to be
confirmed yet whether this was Harry Clay's wife.
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It was hard, with his tremendous vitality, to stay in bed. He gave his coloured vocabulary full
play. In desperation he got up and went to the theatre. To one of the cast he said, "You
know, I think it's time I got off this earth." The man was startled."Why Mr Clay?" "Because"
- and Harry emitted a stream of well-chosen adjectives – "when I walked past the newsboy
outside, I heard him say, "There goes that old so-and-so Harry Clay." "Now I don't mind
being called a so-and-so, but I'm damned if I like that 'old' business'" (n. pag.)
It seems, too, that certain aspects of the company's operations were being affected by Clay's ill health. In
April Ike Beck is recorded as having taken back his Hunter circuit, with advertisements announcing his
return being found in the Maitland Daily Mercury during that month. By June the suburban circuit had been
reduced, with only one company operating instead of the previous year's two. And in November, Maurice
Chenoweth was acknowledged as looking after the programmes at Harry Clay's three Sydney theatres - the
Princess, Gaiety and Newtown Bridge Theatre while Bill Sadler had taken over the house manager duties at
the Newtown headquarters. This again suggests that the company was undergoing a severe contraction in its
operational capabilities.
In terms of attracting audiences, however, the company was still able to boast some the best Australian
performers of the period. During the 1922-23 period and even up until 1925 or so, such names as Vaude and
Verne (arguably the greatest patter team this country has produced), comedian Leonard Nelson, Charles
"Ike" Delavale, George Drew, Maude Courtney and Mr C, Reg. Thornton, Nellie Kolle, Sadie Gale, Clara
Keating, the ever-reliable Ted Tutty, Dinks Patterson, and George Wallace continued to serve up their
specialties for Clay's in addition to engagements with the Fullers and Tivoli organisations. In this regard the
company was operating successfully, if on a somewhat smaller scale, with the city venues maintaining good
to excellent business throughout the period, while the suburban circuit also maintained its popular appeal.
This is confirmed by a Theatre report on "Clay's Theatres" which notes:
Excellent business was done everywhere during the holiday season. Many thousands who
are unable to visit the heart of the city for their entertainment have reason to be thankful to
him [Clay] for the opportunity of enjoying - the whole year round - a well-conducted,
diversified show right at their very doors (Jan. 1923, 20).
Harry Clay's health began to deteriorate markedly as 1924 progressed, the result being that Jimmy Boyle
(assisted by Bill Sadler) took over responsibility for most of his duties at Newtown, thus allowing Clay to
concentrate his energies on the Princess and Gaiety operations with his (by now) second in command,
Maurice Chenoweth (Theatre June 1924, 21). However, sometime during the second half of the year Clay
apparently moved into a small flat in Watson's Bay, and from that point onwards "artists and fans at the
theatres never saw him again" ("Audiences" n. pag.). In November longtime manager and friend Jimmy
Boyle died suddenly, a shock which no doubt took a further toll on Clay's health. Only a few months later,
near midnight on the 17th of February 1925, and with a few close friends around him, Harry Clay died,
leaving behind not only his wife and child, but a legacy of involvement and achievement in Australian
popular theatre matched by few others.
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Plate 39
From the Newtown Diamond Jubilee Souvenir: 1862-1922
S.D. Smith compiler
(Courtesy of the Mitchell Library, NSW)

Those gathered at his funeral numbered well in to the hundreds, and included family, friends, staff, and a
huge contingent of performers (some 200 or more past and present Clay's artists), as well as other theatrical
and business identities. Some of these were: representatives of the major theatrical organisations, the Tivoli,
Fullers, the Stadium etc.; Vaucluse and Newtown Councils (including the Newtown Mayor), the Actors
Federation, the Theatrical Employees Association, and City Tattersalls. Others to attend were Bert Bailey,
the Szarka Brothers, J.C. Bain (representing himself and Worth Brothers), George Audley, and many more.
Almost all the reports of the funeral drew attention to both the size of the gathering as well as to the general
opinion that the country, and particularly the theatrical community, had lost one of its most committed
patrons.
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Clay's continued to trade on, with Maurice Chenoweth taking over as the Managing Director of the Bridge
Theatre Co Pty Ltd. Ex-Clay's performer Stan Kerridge is believed to have run the Newtown operations
from this point on, and is also thought to have stayed on until the company folded in 1929. On September
5th 1925 the company gave its final performance at the Princess, the theatre having been sold by its owners,
the Fullers. The Clay's management then relocated its operations to the Sydney Hippodrome, opening there
on the 25th, with the Theatre magazine reporting that the company had "the present intention... [of
providing] vaudeville and revue every Saturday afternoon and evening" (Aug. 1925, 36). The same article
further records:
A considerable sum of money has been spent in improvements. Among these is a colourlighted ramp, built in front of the stage, which is used as a promenade for the ballet. The idea
was first introduced by Elliston at Drury Lane in the early part of the nineteenth century.
Special scenery has also been painted and decorative curtains have been installed. The
programme presented on the opening night was worthy of the traditions of the Clay
management (36).
From 1926 onwards the company seems to have been plagued by a number of problems concerning its
theatres. The Coliseum Theatre in North Sydney was inspected by administrators of the Theatre and Public
Halls Act, with the report noting that considerable repair and renovation work was required. Subsequently,
an order for improvements was issued by an Inspector Souter of the North Sydney Police Division
(McPherson 50), but it is believed that the improvements were never undertaken by the company. Similarly,
in 1928 the Bridge Theatre was found to be in need of renovations by the Chief Secretaries Department who
classified the dressing room accommodation as totally inadequate, and directed that fire precautions,
including draperies, scenery and fire-fighting appliances, be upgraded (Fire Commissioners File 1928-1958;
NSW State Government Archives - File 20/15013).
Despite these problems Clay's continued to present shows at its major venues in addition to the now smaller
suburban circuit. Around 1926/27, however, the company's advertising seems to have become less
prominent, and hence information from reviews (which also diminished) becomes rather more difficult to
find. In 1927 the management decided to try another Queensland tour, after some nine years absence, and
this was once again presided over by the ever faithful Wally Edwards, with Nellie Kolle as the headline act.
[see Chapter 5 for details] The suburbs played on the circuit during this period are mostly unknown, but
suffice it to say North Sydney continued to attract strong audiences, and Balmain is reported to have also
been another favourable location.
In 1928 the holiday pantomimes Babes in the Woods and Sinbad the Sailor were reported as playing at the
Gaiety and Bridge theatres before touring the suburbs, and it seems that although very much scaled down the
company was nevertheless managing to keep vaudeville and revue alive, no doubt supported by an audience
base still attracted to variety. In August of that year, however, Maurice Chenoweth left Clay's to act as a
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House Manager for the Fullers, leaving the operations in the hands of Kerridge and Sadler. Chenoweth's loss
was most certainly a significant factor in the company's downturn over the final year or so, and this becomes
quite apparent soon after his departure. In November, for example, Clay's seems to have placed their last
advertisement in Everyone's, leading to the magazine virtually ignoring the company (although its previous
coverage was less than effective anyway). Unfortunately, a consequence of this situation is that the flow of
information published in regard to the company seems to have all but dried up.
One of the last published references to Clay's after this concerns Roy Rene and his fiancée Sadie Gale (who
were then under contract to the company), and which appears in an Everyone's article focusing on divorce
proceedings between Rene and his ex-wife (31 July 1929, 39). Among other things, Rene indicated that his
salary with Clay's was £70 per week. While the exact commencement date for their season remains unclear
at this stage, it is known that shortly after their wedding in July the pair toured Queensland with their
"Merrymakers" troupe, the production costs apparently underwritten by the Clay organisation. [See Chapter
5 for details]18
It seems likely that the Rene and Gale tour was one of the last major attempts by the company to return to its
previous glory days. In another of the final references to the company, this one being part of a report from
London for Everyone's (27 Nov. 1929, n. pag.), ex-Clay's performer Harry Taft makes note of a Clay's tour
set for some time around then:
Sorry to hear that things in vaudeville are not so good in Australia. There's one thing I hope,
and that is that the Clay tour manages to pull through the slump. I remember the month I had
on it as one of the finest in my show experience, and there's a lot of Australians who can
thank the Clay circuit for the start on a road that led to bigger and greater things.
By the end of the year, and shortly after the completion of the Merrymakers tour Harry Kitching, husband of
Amy Rochelle and ex Australian Variety editor, took over the lease of the Bridge Theatre from Clay's,
presenting a company billed as the Amy Rochelle-Stan Foley Revue Company (Everyone's 27 Nov. 1929, n.
pag; and 15 Jan. 1930, 54). Sometime around this period, too, the Coliseum theatre at North Sydney had
been lost to the company, with its final application for a license to operate there having been rejected and
given to another organisation.19
Although it is not known as yet how long Harry Kitching kept the lease of the Bridge Theatre, there is
reason to suspect that it may well have been a short association. Apart from a few minor references in NSW
Fire Brigade reports there is little information concerning the theatre available until 1934. In July of that
18

Victoria Chance indicates in the Companion to Australian Theatre that the Rene tour was a Clay's production (485). Research
undertaken for this thesis has so far failed to find any primary source evidence to prove this claim, however. Circumstantial
evidence, on the other hand, does seem to suggest that it was underwritten by Clay's, and as such has been included in Chapter
Four and Appendix C (with reservation).
19
The Coliseum license eventually went to D.B. O’Connor of Lindfield (owner/manager of the D.B. O’Connor Opera Co, and exClay’s attraction).
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year one H.E. Nagel, who is believed to have been a manager for the Broadway Theatre Co Ltd, was granted
the new theatre license upon the expiry of the old one and it was under his management that the venue was
renamed the Hub (the name it is still known by).20 Some four years later (1938) it was closed down and
renovated after a fire (and the subsequent fire brigade rescue) damaged significant portions of the
auditorium, stage and offices. The theatre reopened on the 15th of December 1939, this time as a picture
house, for which it was to be used as until its closure a few years ago.
Although the Hub Theatre was run by various people over the years it is thought to have remained under the
ownership of Clay’s company until around the late 1960s/early 1970s, at which time it is known to have
been owned by Moorgate Pty. According to information held in Essie Clay's 1948 Deceased Estate File,
it seems that her father's company, by then known as Clay's Theatres Ltd, had been trading relatively well
over the past twenty years. The 1948 assessment of the company's books showed that it had made over the
1945-47 period an "average profit after payment of taxes = £432.13. 9." This was a very much lower result
than the two year period 1946-47 indicates, due to a very poor Net Profit return in 1945. 1947, for instance,
showed a £1,439.13. 5 Net Profit. The company's shares in 1947 were valued at 11/-, and considered by the
company's accountants as representing fair value (Letter dated 29 Nov. 1948 - File No A135194, NSW State
Government Archives). The company's operations at this time, still controlled by H.T. Morgan and Sons, are
believed to have been in the area of theatre and property leasing. The theatre was eventually sold to
Moorgate Pty Ltd sometime around the late 1960s/early 1970s. Hatmax Nominees Pty Ltd bought the
theatre in October 1975. Hub Theatre lessees have included the Louis family (Motion Picture Exhibitors) in
the 1960s, and Kenneth and Susan Wilcsek, in partnership with John Gould (between 1977 and 1983).
Around this time the theatre was quite dilapidated and operated as an X-rated picture house. The building,
which is still standing as of 1998 (although at the time of writing is looking very much the worse for wear),
is apparently protected by local council heritage laws.
As to what eventually happened to Clay's company, this remains a mystery. With a key file currently
missing from the State Government Archives, and there being no other record of a company registration
number, the search has been to no avail. It is interesting to note that the Dead Companies Index, held at the
State Government Archives, shows no mention of the company being declared inoperable prior to the
closure of the index in the mid 1960s. A search undertaken by the Australian Securities Commission, too,
has failed to locate any information regarding the Bridge Theatre Company, and hence this matter must
remain unresolved for the time being. This and several other unknown aspects of Harry Clay's organisation,
and indeed his personal life, therefore become the domain for further research, and it is hoped that this thesis
will have in some way created the opportunity for such research to be carried out in the future.
20

The original Hub Theatre, often referred to as the Hub No 1 so as to differentiate it from the Bridge Theatre (aka Hub No 2),
was located in King Street and later became the Burland Hall.
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Plate 40
The Hub Theatre, Newtown (ex-Bridge Theatre) in 1997
Front (from King Street) and Rear (looking at Alton Lane)
(Clay Djubal)
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